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Abstract
Google, Apple, Facebook, and other third-party services col-
lect, store, and operate on large quantities of personal data.
These companies most frequently use this data for personaliza-
tion, advertising, or other financially-motivated purposes (e.g.
direct sale to data brokers). Due to the current advertising-
driven paradigm of personal computing, users are faced with
a tradeoff: either use third-party applications that may collect,
trade, operate on, and sell personal data, or don’t use these
applications at all.

In this paper, we propose Lens: an end-to-end application
framework built on top of EGo & OpenEnclave that enables
users to leverage third party applications that perform secure
computation over their personal data. Lens provides an alter-
native to users who’re seeking to leverage third-party services
without trusting such services with their data. Lens protects
the privacy of sensitive user-provided data and ensures the
confidentiality and integrity of data-in-use through Intel SGX
enclaves. Lens allows users to initialize and use third-party ap-
plication modules running on trusted hardware, while empow-
ering a larger number of untrusted parties to take advantage
of large reservoirs of personal data in a privacy-preserving
manner.

1 Introduction

In line with recent technological advancements and a move
towards more data-driven computation, the quantity of sensi-
tive data generated by the Internet, social media applications,
healthcare products, and the like is exponentially increasing,
rendering traditional methods and infrastructure obsolete [27].
The need for massive storage and computational power has
accelerated the movement towards cloud computing, in which
clients outsource computation and storage to a third-party
compute provider instead of running their applications on
their own servers.

This inclusion of a third-party compute provider has opened
a new set of attack vectors involving a potentially malicious

cloud administrator [37], while expanding the trusted comput-
ing base of system architecture. Clients have no method of
verifying the confidentiality and integrity of their application
binaries and input data, placing them at risk of succumbing
to a malicious cloud provider, who has unfettered access to
the applications running on cloud hardware.

In response to the prominence of big data and a shift to-
wards cloud computing, a new subfield of computer secu-
rity has been devoted to privacy-preserving computation and
storage in untrusted cloud environments [30]. While some
propose homomorphic encryption [19], which allows for oper-
ations on encrypted data, as a means of providing confidential-
ity of data in untrusted cloud environments, the inefficiency
of current homomorphic encryption protocols preclude its
viability [32] in most practical use cases.

However, the use of a trusted hardware mechanism to fed-
erate user software and untrusted cloud operating systems has
gained recent traction; one notable example is Intel’s Soft-
ware Guard Extensions (SGX) [14], which provide support
for enclaves - or trusted and restricted regions of memory that
shield application binaries and data from privileged software
access, in its CPUs. Intel SGX provides confidentiality and
integrity guarantees on client application binaries and poten-
tially sensitive data with reasonable performance tradeoffs.

A specific use case of secure cloud computation is the
secure storage and analysis of personal data. In response to
the conscious pursuit of user data by service providers, the
European Union passed the "Right of Access" clause [15] as
part of GDPR, which made it possible for a user to request a
log of the entirety of their digital interactions from an arbitrary
service provider. However, prior works have found that each
data controller has a different procedure for retrieving the data
and a different output format [12], rendering the returned data
effectively purposeless beyond a display of transparency.

Combining these datasets from multiple data sources (e.g.
lifestyle, work, social, health, and financial services) yields
a rich dataset for third-party developers to personalize appli-
cations. However, this dataset remains untapped, most likely
due to privacy concerns around making highly personal data



available to untrusted third parties. Data brokers, in fact, likely
already have access to many of these metrics - but these third-
party "black market" entities leverage this data primarily for
advertising.

Furthermore, users should be able to derive insights from
their personal data to satiate their curiosity or better their
lifestyle, but this is only possible if they are able to out-
source their data to a third-party compute module in a privacy-
preserving manner.

In this paper, we introduce Lens, a framework for third
parties to develop analytics modules on users’ personal data
in a privacy-preserving manner. Utilizing Intel SGX enclaves,
Lens provides users and third-party applications with strong
confidentiality and integrity guarantees on their data and pro-
prietary algorithms. We provide a library with structured re-
quirements for a third party to develop a compute module,
which they can expose for clients to use on their personal data.
In addition, we provide an end-to-end workflow for clients
to upload/store their data, run their data against a third-party
module, and query information about their data, all in a secure
manner.

We built Lens on top of EGo [5], a framework for devel-
oping confidential apps in Go to be run in secure enclaves
with minimal modifications to a codebase. Lens can be run
in both a secure and insecure environment, depending on the
users would like to optimize for speed or security. We evaluate
Lens on two workloads: analysis of Meta Messenger chats
and Apple Health data. We show that Lens provides relatively
minimal slowdowns in processing and querying of both forms
of data, while removing the need to trust either the developers
of the analytics modules or the cloud compute providers. Our
contributions include:

1. An end-to-end application framework for confidential
computing over personal data

2. An extension to this framework enabling secure multi-
party computation, where users can perform a joint com-
putation over the synthesis of their data

3. Two example applications leveraging Lens: a confiden-
tial search index over personal data, and a confidential
multi-party health leaderboard application

1.0.1 Disclaimer to the Reader

At the beginning of this term, we set out to explore the feasi-
bility of developing applications on top of Intel SGX with no
prior confidential computing experience. One of the biggest
challenges we faced in the development of Lens was getting
a barebones confidential application up and running, which
took us several weeks of research and exploration.

In line with the techniques discussed in class, our original
approach was to develop a proof-of-concept Python appli-
cation and deploy it to an SGX-enabled Linux virtual en-
vironment using SCONE [9], which enables the running of

unmodified application binaries in a secure Linux environ-
ment with minimal developer overhead and SGX capabilities.
However, we ran into many issues with integrating SCONE
into our architecture and were ultimately blocked by the fact
that the functionalities of SCONE we desired were only being
offered for commercial use-cases. We spent several weeks
exploring confidential applications on top of Scone, but ulti-
mately decided to pivot to a different approach.

We acknowledge that the core technical contributions of
this project are not significant; rather, we take away from this
project a broad understanding of the space of confidential
computing and challenges with designing and implementing
a confidential system from scratch. Moreover, we demon-
strate our learnings through the background and future works
section of this paper.

2 Background/Related Works

Privacy-preserving computation is a core component of the
Lens architecture. We first discuss several approaches and re-
cent innovations in this space here, before going more deeply
into our chosen approach.

2.1 Privacy Preserving Computation
2.1.1 Homomorphic Encryption

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is a cryptographic pro-
tocol that allows arbitrary computations to be performed by
an untrusted party over encrypted data without compromising
the encryption on the data [19]. Other versions of FHE, imple-
mented on different underlying cryptographic schemes and
and for specific tasks, have improved on the performance of
FHE since its inception [10,11,20,35], but ultimately, FHE re-
mains untenable from a performance perspective [28] because
our use-case demands low-latency results for queries/infer-
ence.

2.1.2 Differential Privacy

Differential privacy [16] models quantitatively the tradeoff
between adding noise to a dataset and the privacy it enables
for a single person whose data appears in that dataset. Subse-
quent advances have developed algorithms and mechanisms
for applying differential privacy to different data extraction
operations, including conventional statistical summaries and
more complex tasks like machine learning. Differential pri-
vacy is implemented frequently in industry and even by the
U.S. Government for the 2020 Census [7,8,17,18]. Microsoft
has also developed PINQ, a system intended to provide a
thin layer over raw datasets which exposes a query language
that enforces differential privacy of the underlying data [29].
Ultimately, we disregard differential privacy methods due to
the fact that our datasets are inherently tied to protecting the
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privacy of single users in cloud environments, rendering the
differential privacy framework less than applicable.

2.1.3 Secure Enclaves

Secure hardware enclaves allow a CPU to run normal code
in a manner that provides security and privacy guarantees
against the rest of the system as long as the CPU itself is
trusted. A number of hardware enclave solutions exist, but
Lens runs on Intel SGX enclaves supported by the EGo Go
toolchain on top of Microsoft Azure VM’s. We discuss secure
hardware enclaves in more depth below.

2.1.4 Hybrid Systems

Hybrid systems use a combination of cryptographic tech-
niques and hardware enclaves to enable privacy-preserving
computation.

Oblix, one such hybrid system, [31] is an efficient search
index that does not reveal access patterns, supports inserts
and deletes, and hides results sizes of queries. Oblix lever-
ages several data structures, known as doubly oblivious data
structures, to provide the security guarantees of obfuscating
data access patterns. Oblix is enabled by hardware enclaves
such as Intel SGX and relies on modifications to pre-existing
ORAM data structure constructions. Its optimization for a
specific use-case precludes it from being applicable to Lens’
model of more general computation, but there is likely room
in future research for hardening Lens by use of oblivious
primitives.

2.2 Hardware Enclaves

Hardware enclaves provide a method to ensure that a com-
puter’s physical owner and host OS/hypervisor don’t have
access to the data being used for computation. Fundamentally,
hardware enclaves accomplish this by encrypting data before
it leaves the CPU, while packaging and decrypting it as it
is loaded back onto it. Though implementation varies, the
CPU itself (including caches, registers, and internal state) is
the most common security boundary, as it is generally where
modern memory management units reside. Of vendors for
cloud compute processors, Intel and AMD both offer hard-
ware support for secure enclaves on their current generations
of enterprise CPUs, offered as SGX [14] and SEV [25] re-
spectively.

Prior work has raised a number of concerns related to se-
cure enclaves. The bandwidth and latency overhead of en-
crypting and decrypting data as it exits and enters the CPU is
unavoidable, and the cost of context switching from enclave to
non-enclave mode is difficult to mitigate. These costs, along
with modern CPU architectures, indicate that unmodified, sys-
tem calls and interaction with the host OS are expensive, as
they involve multiple context switches. Workarounds, such

as those utilized by SCONE [9], allow for these costs to be
avoided in large part, while careful programming and archi-
tecture choices can mitigate other portions of these costs.

Unfortunately, some hardware implementations of SGX
(all except for in the newest of processors) have extreme
memory limits — less than 200MiB of memory are actually
usable by a process in a secure enclave. AMD’s SEV and its
refinements do not suffer from these same issues but also exist
only on relatively new hardware and do not have software
support or provide integrity guarantees (except, again, for the
latest generation hardware). Furthermore, AMD mainly aims
to support entire VMs as the secure enclave, which results in
a huge TCB and is not suitable for our intended application.
With better software support and assuasion that the increased
TCB of AMD’s solution is not problematic, one area of future
research may be to explore the implementation of Lens on
SEV, as SEV generally reports better performance with fewer
design tradeoffs.

Lens uses Intel SGX [14] for its hardware enclave. SGX
aims to facilitate the smallest possible code trusted computing
base, measured in LoC (the entire CPU design must always be
trusted, but nothing else outside of the programmer’s control
is), which implies a set of design choices and performance
tradeoffs.

SGX relies on attestation to initialize its root of trust. When
an enclave is initialized with SGX, the memory corresponding
to the in-enclave portion of the code is attested for via a hash
and signature. As long as the CPU and Intel are trusted, this
ensures that the code running in the enclave exactly matches
with what is expected. This bootstraps trust as long as the
behavior of the code running in the enclave is well-understood.
It also presumes that side-channel leakage does not exist,
which we consider out-of-scope for this paper.

Each enclave is allocated a special region of working mem-
ory where it stores its code and data. The CPU’s memory
controller entirely denies access to this region of memory
to any parties other than the enclave itself, which, combined
with the always-encrypted nature of any data not on the CPU
itself and flushing of the CPU’s data on context switches,
means that the data and code running in an enclave should be
entirely hidden from malicious observers. In practice, there
are elements of CPU state that are not properly flushed, but
there is no reason that this issue isn’t solvable thorugh future
hardware revisions.

2.2.1 OpenEnclave

OpenEnclave [6] is a framework for developing secure en-
clave code on top of Intel SGX. Specifically, OpenEnclave
handles three main tasks related to using secure enclaves:

1. Handling enclave setup and teardown.

2. Handling attestation.

3. Providing runtime support for in-enclave code.
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Tasks one and two are handled according to the platform
requirements dictated by the host OS and hardware. They
are not the most relevant to the effective use of the hardware
enclaves - this abstraction is one of OpenEnclave’s purposes.
Of more interest in point three: hardware enclaves do not
on their own provide sufficient security guarantees since the
host OS can’t be trusted to return well-formed, non-malicious
responses to system calls (see, for example, Iago attacks [13]).
Since OpenEnclave is used by application developers to write
software that runs in hardware enclaves, it does not have to do
the work of ensuring that the application’s syscalls are fully
mediated since application code is trusted.

OpenEnclave provides this level of runtime support primar-
ily via custom runtime libraries and a programming paradigm
intended to help automatically manage application code that
runs both in-enclave and on the host. OpenEnclave provides
versions of musl’s libc, LLVM’s libc++, OpenSSL, and Mbed
TLS in addition to custom OpenEnclave libraries for attes-
tation and control flow across the enclave boundary. These
facilitate programming at a reasonably high level while fully
utilizing the benefits of a trusted hardware enclave.

2.2.2 EGo

EGo [5] is a set of programming tools for writing programs
that use SGX enclaves in Go. EGo primarily exists as a way to
allow Go applications to run on top of OpenEnclave, meaning
that the high-level programming tools and paradigms sup-
ported by EGo programs is similar to those supported by
OpenEnclave, just in Go instead of C/C++. EGo provides a
modified Go compiler that allows Go to integrate with the
OpenEnclave ecosystem by changing how Go library calls
resolve to syscalls.

2.2.3 Cloud Providers

While a number of cloud compute providers are beginning to
offer solutions for confidential computing, Microsoft Azure
[3]’s are the most complete. Amazon AWS [4] uses in-house
secure hardware instead of industry-standard features like
AMD SEV or Intel SGX, which instantly renders its offerings
not practical for our use cases, in which we don’t want to trust
cloud providers. Google’s offerings [2] do include Intel SGX-
supporting machines, but Azure provides the best ease-of-use.

Azure offers a few confidential compute services. It has
always-encrypted database options, presumably using tech-
niques similar to those in CryptDB [33], confidential VMs
(supported by AMD’s hardware-based secure VM support),
and standard VMs with enclave support (either AMD or Intel).
The confidential VM solution promises to run code as-is with
hardware-enforced security guarantees. Unfortunately, imple-
mentation details are somewhat opaque and not open-source,
which renders the attestation-supported security guarantees
somewhat untrustworthy. These VMs are also still in beta,

but if the transparency issues are resolved and the features
brought to production, they may be promising.

We utilize a barebones VM with SGX-backed hardware.
Hardware attestation means we don’t have to trust any non-
open-source code to achieve intended privacy guarantees. The
software tools we use are agnostic to hosting provider, so for
robustness or security purposes, it should be simple to migrate
to another provider (or to use multiple providers simultane-
ously) as long as a VM with SGX support is present.

3 Design Overview

3.1 Threat Model
As in previous work [9, 36], we assume a powerful adversary
who has access and control over the cloud’s software stack.
The attacker has root user privileges to the operating system,
can modify data or communications outside of the secure
enclave, and can observe memory access and system calls
from the enclave to untrusted portion of memory.

As the secure enclave is part of the trusted computing base
of the system, we assume that the attacker cannot compro-
mise/attack the hardware, steal enclave keys, or interfere with
remote attestation. Furthermore, availability attacks, partic-
ularly DoS, are out of scope, because an untrusted cloud
provider can choose to cut off access to computational re-
sources at any time. In addition, side-channel and timing
attacks are considered out of scope, on account of the dif-
ficulty to protect against side-channel attacks in a system
centered on hardware enclaves. Furthermore, we do not con-
sider attacks stemming from access pattern leakage in scope,
namely because of the limited support offered by the EGo
framework in securely writing to disk and allowing outbound
network requests. The limited functionality provided by EGo
out-of-the-box provides some built-in privacy guarantees, but
simultaneously opens the door for future directions in the
development of Lens.

Under the aforementioned threat model, Lens guarantees
the confidentiality and integrity of both proprietary third-party
compute algorithms and personal data uploaded to the Lens
application.

3.2 Assumptions
In designing an end-to-end system for secure computation
over personal data, we have been guided by assumptions that
offer both challenges and opportunities. We now lay out our
assumptions in more detail.

• The system is built on top of the public cloud, in order
to make the PoC as close to a production-scale imple-
mentation as possible. As such, the system must assume
that third-party applications are capable (and willing) of
running applications in third-party contexts, and must
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provide application owners with guarantees to ensure
proprietary secrets are not leaked to cloud providers (e.g.
sensitive model weights).

• The system is capable of supporting variable-length in-
dividual datasets. We expect real-world user-provided
datasets to be anywhere from a few MB (e.g. lightweight
text data) to several hundred GB (e.g. images required
for processing). To restrict our scope for this project, we
assess systems that use text-based datasets formatted as
CSV/JSON files of up to 100 MB.

• User-provided datasets are updated infrequently. We
make this assumption to reduce the scope of this project,
though we admit that in real-world scenarios, personal
data updates at a frequency of thousands of data points
per minute. In our future studies section, we discuss an
architecture to integrate real-time data sources into the
Lens framework, but we restrict our current proposal to
write-once, read-many data downloads only.

• Application workloads may be classified into prepro-
cessing/training phases and query/inference phrases.
Based on our research, the majority of modern applica-
tions that rely on large quantities of personal data often
require some form of index-building, model-training, or
other preprocessing steo - as such, we build this into the
architecture of our platform. We accept larger latencies
for this preprocessing stage, with the intent of optimiz-
ing the query/inference stage for fast information lookup
times.

• The system must be capable of scaling to hundreds of
clients that simultaneously update and query data. Here,
we lean on existing scalable design paradigms (e.g. au-
toscaling Kubernetes clusters on Azure), but we specifi-
cally note the importance of this for a real-world imple-
mentation.

• Application providers must be willing to trust us (the
providers of Lens) with their application modules, and
any proprietary secrets that these modules may rely on
(e.g. model weights). This is a temporary requirement
to reduce the scope of this project; one major area of
future research is to explore a system in which appli-
cation providers can deploy their code directly to Lens
to bypass our current approach of porting, validating,
and embedding modules into the core Lens architecture
package.

• Applications (and their dependencies) on Lens must not
make any outbound network requests; all processing
must be done locally. This prevents information leakage
from potentially malicious or compromised third-party
applications.

3.3 Interface

Lens provides a simple interface for users and third-party
service owners.

Users interact with Lens through HTTPS requests made
to the Lens web server. Our PoC contains simple username/-
password authentication, as well as a CLI to abstract away
remote attestation to the server, which occurs over RA-TLS.
We discuss this in more detail in Architecture.

Third-party service owners deploy services to Lens by mi-
grating core service logic over to GoLang, and implement-
ing the two API functions provided by the Lens framework:
preprocess and query.

Service owners can perform model training, index build-
ing, or other computationally-expensive procedures in the
preprocess method. This method also allows application
owners to define which datasets their service depends on;
users that attempt to initialize a module without uploading
the required datasets will receive an error message. Moreover,
Lens will prevent the module from accessing datasets that it
doesn’t explicitly state in the module requirements.

Service owners can perform model inference, search han-
dling, or other lookup-based procedures in the query method.

Both methods allow application owners to receive param-
eters from users (e.g. the text of a search query) - these
parameters can be used to customize the behavior and resuls
of the preprocessing or query phases.

3.4 Lens’ Architecture

Lens consists of a single master running multiple services
and is accessed by multiple clients, as shown in figure 1.

Whenever users connect to the master, they do so over RA-
TLS, an open-source implementation of TLS with built-in
remote attestation. The connection is made directly to the
web server, which is running inside of the secure enclave on
the master.

In our proof-of-concept, the web server manages data stor-
age, data processing, and the initialization and execution of
third-party services; in practice, though, each of these compo-
nents would be abstracted away to different services running
in a confidential Kubernetes service mesh on something like
Marblerun (https://github.com/edgelesssys/marblerun).

Our main contributions surround the intervention between
client and third-party services to allow for secure computation
on personal user data in a mutually distrusting manner. The
ultimate goal of Lens is to provide a symbiotic relationship
between data sources (users) and those who seek to tap into
user data to generate rich insights without forfeiting user data
or access to proprietary algorithms. For the purpose of this pa-
per, our evaluation will be on two proof-of-concept modules:
messaging chat search and health metrics computation.

Individuals who wants to use Lens will first authenticate
with a username and password, the combination of which
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Figure 1: Lens’ Architecture Overview

establishes a unique identity tied to users’ personal data. Then,
users interact with the command-line interface to upload and
preprocess their data, the details of which are abstracted away
from the user. Finally, the user can make queries, as prescribed
by the module, on their personal data.

Third-party developers may develop modules for interfac-
ing and analyzing with client data in a secure manner. De-
velopers are required to expose a certain set of functions to
plug the module into the existing infrastructure. In the current
state of Lens, developers simply publish their code under a
directory with a given module name, and their module is open
to use by users of Lens.

3.5 RA-TLS
When the CLI connects to the server, Lens uses RA-TLS
to perform remote attestation [26]. RA-TLS combines Intel
SGX remote attestation with the establish of a Transport Layer
Security (TLS) connection. In RA-TLS, the attester (a Lens
master) wants to convince the challenger (a Lens client) that
it is a genuine Lens instance running inside of an Intel SGX
enclave. In RA-TLS, the TLS protocol remains unchanged,
but the following steps are taken:

1. The enclave generates a new public/private keypair at
startup; this is used to establish a secure channel through
TLS.

2. The key is bound to the enclave by including a hash of
the public key as user-data in the SGX report.

3. The server sends the quote to IAS (Intel Attestation Ser-
vice) to obtain a quote verification report. Then, it creates
a self-signed certificate.

4. The server sends the attestation verification report, the
attestation verification report signature (signed by IAS),

and the attestation report signing certificate to the chal-
lenger.

5. The challenger performs verification of the attestation
report signing certificate and the enclave’s identity (con-
tained within the user data). If validation fails, the con-
nection is aborted.

4 Implementation

4.1 Command-Line Interface
Since the command-line interface is not a significant contri-
bution of Lens, we prioritize simplicity and straightforward
design to meet functionality and security requirements for a
simple proof-of-concept.

The command-line interface was written in Go using the
Go library urfave/cli [1] for rapid development and easy
configuration. The command-line interface has the following
commands:

• auth: Retrieve and store credentials for current user.
These credentials are used to determine access to pre-
viously uploaded data and authorize the querying of
modules run on users’ personal data.

• upload: Upload users’ personal data to the server. This
action performs a recursive zip on the user-specified data
directory and executes a POST request to write the data
to trusted memory. Since the HTTP request is performed
via TLS, it is unnecessary to encrypt the data with a
separate set of keys.

• preprocess: Perform preprocessing (as prescribed by
the desired module) on the user data to prepare the data
for querying. This action is performed after all neces-
sary data is uploaded. The actual operations triggered by
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this call are specified by the desired third-party module,
which exposes a Preprocess() function.

• query: Handle arbitrary queries on preprocessed data.
The query command serves as a wrapper around a reg-
ular HTTP request, as the client specifies the desired
module, desired endpoint, and the body corresponding
to the request. The CLI performs the request and returns
the response back to the client.

With regards to Lens, there is ambiguity as to who inter-
faces with the command-line interface. While a user could
make queries on their personal data to derive rich insights
generated by third-party modules, the client could also be a
third party who would like access to general/limited insights
on the personal data; the only requirement is that the third-
party is authorized to perform such queries. Lens allows for
multi-party data collaboration and querying with the use of a
groupID, attaching uploaded data items with a groupID.

Furthermore, note that the commands provided by the CLI
are intentionally isolated to allow for better control and config-
urability by the user when analyzing their data. A user would
be required to authenticate themselves once before they are
able to upload, preprocess, and query their data an arbitrary
number of times. Unintended behavior or invalid commands
are gracefully handled by the command-line interface, with
ample help and suggestions to simplify use.

4.2 Server
Since EGo does not offer separation between untrusted and
trusted execution environments/memory, unlike other solu-
tions [9], we choose to run the application entirely in trusted
memory. In addition, EGo’s lack of support for outgoing
HTTP requests from applications running in trusted memory
prevented us from separating data storage from the applica-
tion and utilizing frequency smoothing techniques such as
Pancake [21] to protect against access pattern leakage. While
storing all data in trusted memory may lead to scalability is-
sues, the use cases detailed in the paper were feasible under
this storage model. In addition, we were able to attain com-
parable runtimes in the trusted execution environment under
this model, as compared to the baseline model.

4.2.1 Authentication and Authorization

When a user authorizes with the server, they provide a user-
name/password combination to ensure that they are capable
of only receiving their own data. Optionally, they can be
assigned a groupID, in the case of secure multi-party data
collaboration on trusted hardware. The user’s credentials are
checked against a local datastore. While we did not integrate
OAuth 2.0 [23] for this iteration of Lens, we adopted a similar
paradigm for our authentication/authorization: upon authen-
ticating with the server, the user receives an access token,

which the user passes in along with each subsequent request.
This access token was designed to have authorization scopes
built in.

4.2.2 Uploading Data

When the client uploads personal data through the CLI, the
frontend performs a recursive zip on the target directory and
makes a HTTPS request to the server with the zip file included
in the request body. After authenticating the user via the
access token, the server unzips and stores the file in part of
trusted memory. The server file system contains /temp and
/cache directories, which are periodically cleaned up to make
room for incoming files and storage needed by the modules.

4.2.3 Module Integration

Core third-party module logic is broken into two stages: the
preprocess stage, and the query stage.

Preprocess Stage (e.g. Model Training): While the pre-
processing logic is completely offloaded to third parties de-
veloping compute modules, the server validates the request
body, according to the requirements supplied by the third
party through a PreprocessRequirements() function. The
server then executes the preprocessing function in the trusted
execution environment and relays the response back to the
user through the encrypted TLS channel.

Query Stage (e.g. Model Inference): Just like preprocess-
ing, the querying logic is completely offloaded to third parties
developing compute modules. After validating the request
body, according to the requirements supplied by the third
party through a QueryRequirements() function, the server
executes the query on the preprocessed data in the trusted
execution environment and relays the response back to the
user through the encrypted TLS channel.

5 Modules

5.1 Developing Modules

One of the main contributions of Lens is the ability for service
providers to develop and expose compute modules for users
to generate rich insights on their data. The steps to developing
a Lens module is very straightforward. Code Listing 1 details
the module interface, which lists the required public functions
for a module to work with Lens. In particular, a module must
relay the required inputs for preprocessing and querying the
data. Code logic for personal data ingestion and analysis
are reserved for the Preprocess() and Query() functions,
which can be called by the command-line interface.
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1 t y p e M o d u l e I n t e r f a c e i n t e r f a c e {
2 N e e d s P r e p r o c e s s i n g ( ) boo l
3
4 P r e p r o c e s s R e q u i r e m e n t s ( ) ( r e q u i r e m e n t s [ ] s t r i n g )
5 P r e p r o c e s s ( u s e r I d s t r i n g , p a r a m e t e r s i n t e r f a c e { } ) ( r e s p o n s e i n t e r f a c e {} , e r r e r r o r )
6
7 QueryRequ i remen t s ( ) ( r e q u i r e m e n t s [ ] s t r i n g )
8 Query ( u s e r I d s t r i n g , r o u t e s t r i n g , p a r a m e t e r s i n t e r f a c e { } ) ( r e s p o n s e i n t e r f a c e {} , e r r e r r o r )
9 }

Listing 1: Module Go Interface

5.2 Encrypted Search over Facebook Messen-
ger

A particularly relevant and versatile use case is a search mod-
ule, which takes in unstructured data and allows for string
matching queries on the data. A search module can be used as
the building block for more complex applications or provide
standalone value.

This module takes a user’s Facebook data download as a
required dataset.

During the Preprocess() function routine, this module
builds a search index on the inputted personal data and stores
in the index in trusted memory, ensuring security at rest.
Though the search index works well on any unstructured
data, we applied the search module to Facebook Messenger
chat data, downloading a copy of our Messenger chat data
and performing search queries over the data.

Once the search index has been built, queries on the search
index are extremely lightweight, as a search query simply ag-
gregates matches against the search index and returns the
matching messages. The search engine exposes a single
lookup route with a keyword parameter to the user-facing
Query function.

5.3 Health Metrics

The other module we use to demonstrate the efficacy of multi-
party data interaction and computation with Lens is a health
metrics application. With the prominence of smartphones and
wearable health-tracking devices [34], copious data on users’
daily movement and activity are tracked and recorded. This
module takes in the daily health summary of multiple users
from Apple Health and offers support for multiple queryable
insights, both surrounding individual health statistics and
group statistics. Of note, this trivial proof-of-concept module
provides support for querying which individual was the most
active (completed the most steps) during a given month.

To provide support for multi-party data collaboration,
Lens associates users with a groupID and allows anyone
with the correct groupID to make queries against the group
dataset. Thus, users who would like to compare health in a
privacy-preserving manner would be associated with the same

groupID, allowing them to preprocess and query such data
individually.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate that Lens represents compa-
rable performance to baseline data analysis, with the added
benefit of confidentiality and integrity on user data and mod-
ule application binaries, quantify its overhead in comparison
to an insecure baseline, and measure the performance of Lens
against various forms and distributions of data.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Our experiments were run on a single Azure DC1sv3 machine
with SGX hardware on an Intel Xeon Platinum 8370C CPU
@ 2.80GHz. Our computer was provisioned with with 8 GiB
of RAM and 30 GiB Standard SSD LRS storage.

6.2 Experimental Results/Metrics of Success
For our evaluation, we measured latency of the search index
application. We chose this application as our primary indicator
of performance due to the non-trivial computation required to
process hundreds of thousands of messages during the index-
building stage, the memory requirements of an in-memory
search index, and the practicality of search as a semi-realistic
application on the Lens framework.

We load-tested the search index application with two scal-
ing metrics:

1. Fixed number of chats per file, scaling number of files
(Figure 2a).

2. Scaling number of chats per file, fixed number of files
(Figure 2b).

We performed this testing both inside of the enclave, and
outside of the enclave. As implemented, the cost of running
the code in-enclave (vs. out-of-enclave as an insecure base-
line), is a 52% slowdown when scaling the number of files
and a 34% slowdown when scaling the number of chats per
file. Since system calls are the dominant source of slowdown
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Figure 2: Performance for Processing Meta Messenger Conversations

when working in SGX enclaves, it makes sense that the file
scaling has the worse scaling behavior as the file contents
remain fairly small for all of the message sizes we examined.

Note that because EGo does not support the separation of
trusted and untrusted components, it is likely that these num-
bers could both be substantially improved by carefully sepa-
rating out the two components. Since EGo faithfully translates
system calls without any batching and without knowledge of
the underlying workload, it is likely that building a system
to batch inputs and manage working memory carefully could
significantly reduce the slowdown, which is already orders of
magnitude less than slowdowns observed for cryptography-
based solutions. These numbers are in-keeping with general
purpose solutions designed to run software as-is in enclaves,
so we are optimistic that future work can reduce costs some-
what below these general-case numbers by exploiting compile-
time knowledge of program behavior.

6.2.1 Note to the Reader

These evaluations are, as a result, based on high-level perfor-
mance metrics. The primary insight we derive from this eval-
uation is the type and order of magnitude of performance hit
incurred by this approach to privacy preserving computation.
Confirming that the slowdowns we suffer are limited helps
illustrate that the user experience provided by Lens would
be not at all unpleasant so long as the underlying queries are
themselves relatively low-latency (which they are).

This evaluation would significant benefit from finer-grained
measurement across all execution and a wider variety of
sample datasets and queries — we only had access to the
researchers’ personal datasets (and synthetically generated
datasets based on observed patterns) and little insight into

what typical queries might look like. Furthermore, since we
did not solicit other developers to prepare applications for our
platform, it would be interesting to investigate how perfor-
mance scales for applications developed with less insight into
Lens’ design.

7 Discussion/Future Work

7.1 Application Porting
Due to time constraints, we were unable to assess and demon-
strate the feasibility of migrating existing Golang applications
onto the Lens framework. This would be an immediate next
step, specifically to identify the points at which Ego/OpenEn-
clave limit "lift-and-shift" application logic. We would also
like to further explore the feasibility of writing self-contained
applications that don’t rely on outbound network requests
and/or multiple services - alternatively, exploring extensions
to Ego/OpenEnclave that support these features would be
viable future studies as well.

7.2 Disk Sealing
Ego allows application developers to define custom mount
points that apply to the file system present in the enclave.
These mounts may be of type hostfs, where the mount point
is on the (untrusted) host file system itself, or memfs, where
the mount point is to a (trusted) in-memory filesystem. For
our framework, we implemented an application-layer hostfs
file system interface - a package to open/read/write/delete
contents to disk, encrypted and authenticated using the sealing
keys provided by OpenEnclave. However, because this sealed
file system is at the application level, our current approach
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doesn’t support third-party dependencies that rely on on-disk
storage. One area of research could be to build this sealing
layer directly into the Ego framework (e.g. migrate all I/O
calls at compile-time over to sealed I/O calls).

7.3 Real-Time Support
The proof-of-concept implementation of Lens is limited to
user-provided datasets (e.g. GDPR Data Downloads). In real-
world implementations, third-party applications often require
real-time data sources - emails, locations, photos, and mes-
sages

For real-time support, there must be a method to manage a
user’s third-party credentials while preventing any individual
from seeing this data. For this to happen, more consideration
would need to be given to the network I/O allowed by the
enclave; for example, allowing outbound network requests
(e.g. a query to fetch some updated email data from Google
servers) would potentially open user data to side channel at-
tacks, where an untrusted codebase could exfiltrate user data
through a network request to a Google server. This attack
could, though, be mitigated by wrapping all network I/O in
trusted Lens code - where Lens code handles all data down-
loads/uploads, and third-party modules are blocked from all
network I/O, such as in the current architecture - but would
increase the size of the TCB as a tradeoff.

7.4 Confidential Service Mesh
In order to support scalability in a real-world implementation,
the Lens architecture would have to be ported over to a confi-
dential Kubernetes service mesh, where each component (e.g.
database, web server, each application module) could scale
independently of all others. Future research could include
implementing such a system, with pairwise remote attestation,
large-scale data storage (instead of on-VM disk storage), and
query synchronization.

7.5 Mutually Untrusting Services
Our original goal was to build this system on top of Ryoan
[24], a system that supports unstrusted computation on secret
data. Future studies could explore migrating our current ar-
chitecture (where each module is built directly into the core
framework) to a model that functions more like the iOS App
Store:

• Services are built using well-defined API’s provided by
Lens.

• Developers submit services for review by the Lens team.
This review would run automated testing over the mod-
ule, and not necessarily require knowledge of the mod-
ule’s internal secrets.

• Approved services are made available to users, and run
on the Lens backend. Because services are running on
the Lens backend, they run in a sandboxed container and
are untrusted by both the user AND the Lens frame-
work.

• The Lens framework is not able to view any secrets
contained within the third-party service; it’s executed
directly within an isolated sandbox inside the enclave.

7.6 Side Channel Attacks & Access Pattern
Protection

Lens does not currently provide mitigations for side-channel
attacks on SGX. Many side-channel attacks known in SGX
could be fixed via hardware changes, microcode changes, or
software changes, but this is laborious and did not fit into our
time window. Another major leakage vector is side-channels
— ORAM is a traditional solution to completely hiding these,
but while usable for some purposes, the current state of the
art is still too slow for our user-facing applications.

An alternative to traditional obliviousness-based ap-
proaches to access pattern hiding is Pancake [22], which uses
statistical access pattern hiding. It simply pads access pat-
terns up to approximate uniformity, resulting in an adversary
being unable to extract information from the access pattern
traces other than potential timing information, which can be
masked by noise insertion. We attempted to integrate Pancake
into this work, but its codebase is unwieldy and does not lend
itself well to enclave adaptation — this is a ripe area for future
work.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Lens, a service-oriented platform
for privacy-preserving computation over personal data. Lens
contributes an end-to-end workflow for users to generate in-
sights on personal data using third-party compute modules,
while enabling relevant parties to query these insights in a
privacy-preserving manner. Lens opens the door to the liberal
exchange of data between users and other parties without
requiring trust from either party to create a symbiotic relation-
ship.
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